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BACKGROUND: Until now studies report inconclusive results as regards the effectiveness of exclusive use of robot-assisted
training and clinical indications in stroke patients.
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RESULTS: Statistically significant changes were observed in each clinical outcome measure. Significant changes were
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CONCLUSIONS: Chronic stroke patients exposed to only robot-assisted end-effector-based gait training showed significant
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1. Introduction31

Stroke is one of the common neurological disease:32

16.9 million people suffer a stroke each year, repre-33

senting a global incidence of 258/100,000/year, with34

differences between industrialized and poor countries35

and gender: in men the incidence is 1.5 times higher36

than in women. The number of stroke survivors dou-37

bled between 1990 and 2010, reaching now 33 million38

people and achieving 77 million by 2030, accord-39

ing to epidemiological projections (Béjot, Daubail, &40

Giroud, 2016; Kolominsky-rabas, Weber, Gefeller,41

Neundoerfer, & Heuschmann, 2001).42

Stroke is a leading cause of long-term disability43

(Lloyd-Jones et al., 2010) and it often causes a partial44

damage of the cortical tissue which generates dis-45

turbed motor programs because of the involvement46

of sensory and motor areas, causing a permanent dis-47

ability in the upper and/or lower limbs (Balami &48

Buchan, 2012).49

The mobility is defines as the ability to move easily50

and without restrictions, and its recovery is essential51

for stroke survivors in order to return to an active52

and healthy lifestyle (Kendall & Gothe, 2016) and to53

obtain improvement in terms of health-related QoL54

(Rand, Eng, Tang, Hung, & Jeng, 2010). Gait dis-55

orders represent the main effects of stroke: more56

than 75% of individuals lose their ability to walk57

after stroke (Knecht, Hesse, & Oster, 2011; Thrift58

et al., 2014) and the most important determinants59

of mobility in stroke patients are gait endurance,60

gait speed and balance (Huh et al., 2015; van de61

Port, Kwakkel, & Lindeman, 2008; Rosa, Marques,62

Demain, & Metcalf, 2014; Vahlberg, Cederholm,63

Lindmark, Zetterberg, & Hellstrom, 2013).64

Most of survivors require intensive rehabilitation65

and physiotherapy treatments in order to reduce66

disability effects and to recover most of the lost67

functionalities. Restoration of gait following stroke68

is a major task in neurorehabilitation (Langhorne,69

Bernhardt, & Kwakkel, 2011; Chollet & Albucher,70

2012; Bohannon, Andrews, & Glenney, 2013),71

and different methods and technologies have been72

explored over the years (Park et al., 2015; Taqi, Vora,73

Callison, Lin, & Wolfe, 2012). Most of rehabilitation74

strategies are only partially able to solve mobility lim-75

itations: at discharge from rehabilitation unit, 44.85%76

of patients have to use a wheelchair, 8.70% can walk77

outside, and only 4.58% of patients are independent78

in stair climbing (Paolucci et al., 2008; (Moreland79

et al., 2009).80

A critical need exists for specific rehabilita- 81

tion approaches capable of improving mobility in 82

post-stroke patients (Awad, Reisman, Pohlig, & 83

Binder-Macleod, 2016). Innovative technological 84

devices may play a crucial role on providing solu- 85

tions to such challenge. There is strong evidence 86

for rehabilitation favoring intensive high repetitive 87

task-oriented and task-specific training post-stroke 88

rehabilitation (Langhorne et al., 2011; Veerbeek et al., 89

2014; Bang & Shin, 2016) and robot-assisted training 90

represents an effective opportunity for this aim. 91

There is evidence that stroke patients who receive 92

robot-assisted gait training combined with standard 93

physiotherapy obtain positive effects in terms of 94

independent walking than patients who receive only 95

standard gait training (Mehrholz & Pohl, 2012; Sale, 96

Franceschini, Waldner, & Hesse, 2012) otherwise 97

studies report inconclusive results as regards the 98

effectiveness of exclusive use of robotic training and 99

possible indications in stroke patients (Pollock et 100

al., 2014; Chang & Kim, 2013; Hornby et al., 2008; 101

Hesse, Schattat, Mehrholz, & Werner, 2013; Ochi, 102

Wada, Saeki, & Hachisuka, 2015; Kelley, Childress, 103

Boake, & Noser, 2013; Swinnen et al., 2015; Taveg- 104

gia, Borboni, Mule, Villafane, & Negrini, 2016). In 105

addition outcomes of robotic training show a wide 106

variability due to the different devices, duration and 107

frequency of treatment (Mehrholz & Pohl, 2012). 108

Recent studies have proposed the combined use 109

of the robotic gait training and technologies such as 110

functional electrical stimulation (FES) (Bae et al., 111

2014; Peurala, Tarkka, Pitkanen, & Sivenius, 2005; 112

Tong, Ng, & Li, 2006), transcranial direct current 113

stimulation (tDCS) (Danzl, Chelette, Lee, Lykins, & 114

Sawaki, 2013; Picelli et al., 2015) and botulinum 115

toxin type A (Picelli et al., 2016) but there is not 116

yet a clear evidence on which patients can achieve 117

gait improvement undergoing only robotic training 118

and which protocol is appropriate to different gait 119

disabilities. 120

A recent systematic review has highlighted that 121

people in the first three months after the stroke and 122

those who are not able to walk seem to mostly bene- 123

fit this type of intervention (Hesse et al., 2013). Two 124

types of robotic gait’s devices are developed: end- 125

effector and exoskeleton devices. Several randomized 126

controlled trials have been published regarding the 127

usage of these devices in stroke patients (Schwartz & 128

Meiner, 2015), but no difference was found between 129

the two types of robotic gait machines (Mehrholz & 130

Pohl, 2012). 131
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We strongly believe that the effects of rehabilita-132

tion treatments based on the two different families133

of robotic devices for gait rehabilitation have to be134

investigated in detail in order to increase the clini-135

cal knowledge, to optimize their use and to define136

guidelines for standardized rehabilitation therapeutic137

protocols.138

Unfortunately till now only few studies have inves-139

tigated the effects of end-effector robot-assisted gait140

training on stroke patients (Mehrholz & Pohl, 2012).141

The objective of this study are: 1) to evaluate if142

the only treatment based on an end-effector robotic143

device is feasible, in terms of gait improvement in144

chronic stroke subjects, 2) to analyse which factors145

(i.e., muscle strength, spasticity, balance, gait speed146

and endurance) may contribute to improve the gait147

function following a gait robot-assisted treatment and148

3) to identify specific advises for an appropriate use of149

robot-assisted end-effector -based gait rehabilitation.150

2. Methods151

Five rehabilitation centers participated in the study.152

One hundred chronic post-stroke patients (mean age:153

59.94 ± 15.39) were recruited, whose baseline char-154

acteristics are reported in Table 1.155

Inclusion criteria: first-ever ischemic/hemorrhagic156

stroke; ≥3 months post-stroke; age ≥18 years.157

Exclusion criteria: severe cognitive/communicative158

disorders that hamper collaboration; unstable cardio-159

vascular system conditions (i.e. labile compensated160

cardiac insufficiency, angina pectoris), deep vein161

thrombosis, severe neurological/orthopedic diseases162

which affect lower limb mobility; severe joint mis-163

alignment (Hesse, Tomelleri, Bardeleben, Werner, &164

Waldner, 2012) and other motor/sensory/cognitive165

impairments negatively affecting robot-assisted166

training; treatment of lower limb spasticity (i.e.167

Table 1
Baseline characteristics of patients (values expressed as mean

value ± standard deviation)

Age 59.94 ± 15.39
Number of sessions 17.46 ± 4.26
FAC 3.65 ± 1.26
WHS 3.83 ± 1.32
MI 57.04 ± 20.13
MAS 4.28 ± 3.11
TUG (s) 25.27 ± 16.57
10MWT (m/s) 1.33 ± 1.73
6MWT (m) 200.90 ± 104.65

botulinum toxin) in the 3 months prior to the start 168

of the study and/or during its execution. 169

This study was performed according to the prin- 170

ciples outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki. 171

Robot-assisted gait training duration ranged from ten 172

to twenty sessions, three or five days a week (from 173

January to December 2014). No other rehabilitation 174

conventional treatment was added. The G-EO Sys- 175

tem (Reha Technology AG; Olten, Switzerland), an 176

end-effector robotic device with fully programmable 177

foot plates for gait and stairs climbing training was 178

used in this study. 179

It consists of a harness which ensures the patient 180

standing on two foot plates, and through a sledges 181

system the movement is transmitted to the feet. An 182

intelligent control is also able to react and adapt 183

to each patient’s ability and gait capability (Hesse, 184

Waldner, & Tomelleri, 2010). 185

2. Clinical outcome measures 186

Motor and gait functions were measured before 187

and after the training using the following out- 188

come measures, already selected in a recent study 189

as essential measures for the study of the results 190

of the robot-assisted gait training (Franceschini, 191

Colombo, Posteraro, & Sale, 2015; Geroin et al., 192

2013): 6MWT (Fulk & Echternach, 2008) as measure 193

of gait endurance, 10MWT (Bowden, Balasubra- 194

manian, Behrman, & Kautz, 2009) as measure of 195

speed, TUG (van Hedel, Wirz, & Dietz, 2005) as 196

measure of balance and gait, MAS (Blackburn, van 197

Vliet, & Mockett, 2002) for spasticity assessment, MI 198

(Demeurisse, Demol, & Robaye, 1980) for the mus- 199

cular coordination and strength. Gait performance 200

was measured using the FAC (Mehrholz, Wagner, 201

Rutte, Meissner, & Pohl, 2007) and participation was 202

evaluated by using the WHS (Perry, Garrett, Gron- 203

ley, & Mulroy, 1995), assessing indoor and outdoor 204

disability. 205

4. Data analysis 206

Clinical outcome measures recorded a before (T0) 207

and after (T1) treatment were compared: variables 208

on ordinal scales were compared using the Wilcoxon 209

signed-rank test, those on continuous scale using a 210

Student t-test. The SigmaStat statistical package (ver- 211

sion 3.5, Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) 212

was used. 213
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In order to investigate possible effects following214

the robot-assisted gait training based on the sever-215

ity of gait impairment, patients were divided in two216

subgroups based on FAC value: Group 1, including217

patients assessed as FAC < 3, and Group 2 including218

those as FAC ≥ 3.219

A further analysis based on the total number of220

sessions and weekly frequency was also performed221

as well.222

Treatment gains on the different clinical outcomes223

were assessed on the entire patients population and224

on both groups.225

The number of patients in the entire population and226

both subgroups able to reach the MCID on TUG (8227

seconds) (Hiengkaew, Jitaree, & Chaiyawat, 2012),228

10MWT (0.10 m/s) (Tilson et al., 2010) and 6MWT229

(20 meters) (Perera, Mody, Woodman, & Studenski,230

2006) was computed as well. Statistical significance231

was set at p < 0.05.232

5. Results233

Statistically significant changes after treatment234

were observed in all clinical outcome measures235

(Table 2).236

Significant changes were observed in the MI, TUG237

and FAC in the Group 1 and in all clinical outcomes,238

with the exception of the 10MWT, in the Group 2239

(Table 3).240

The comparison of the results based on the number241

of sessions shows that when 10 sessions are delivered242

significant improvements are achieved only in some243

measures (TUG, 6MWT and 10MWT) in the Group244

2. In order to observe improvements in all measures,245

with the exception of the 10MWT, it is necessary to246

deliver 20 sessions (Table 4).247

The comparison of results based on the frequency248

of treatment shows that the when three (or more)249

weekly sessions are delivered functional results are250

observed (Table 5).251

Table 2
Pre- and post-treatment values of clinical outcome measures

T0 T1

FAC 3.65 ± 1.26 3.94 ± 1.12∗∗
WHS 3.83 ± 1.32 4.09 ± 1.29∗∗
MI 57.04 ± 20.13 61.51 ± 20.14∗∗
MAS 4.28 ± 3.11 3.57 ± 2.91∗∗
TUG (s) 25.27 ± 16.57 21.26 ± 12.06∗∗
10MWT (m/s) 1.33 ± 1.73 1.31 ± 1.60
6MWT (m) 198.37 ± 106.42 222.15 ± 100.83∗∗
∗, p < 0.05; ∗∗, p < 0.001.

Table 3
Changes in the clinical outcomes measures in the two groups

Group 1 (n = 17) Group 2 (n = 83)

FAC 0.44∗ 0.25∗∗
WHS 0.83 0.25∗∗
MI 6.95∗∗ 3.45∗∗
MAS 0.50 0.66∗∗
TUG (s) 11.02∗∗ 4.22∗∗
10MWT (m/s) 0.23 0.02
6MWT (m) 22.85 44.51∗∗
∗, p < 0.05; ∗∗, p < 0.001.

The number of patients in the Group 1 and Group 252

2 reported in Tables 4 and 5 is slightly lower than 253

that reported in Table 3 due to a lower number of 254

recorded values as clinical outcome measures when 255

the overall number of sessions and the frequency of 256

treatment are considered as analysis factors. 257

Table 6 shows the percentage of stroke patients 258

who achieved clinically significant changes in the 259

general population and subgroups. 50.0% of patients 260

in the Group 1 reached the MCID on the TUG and the 261

61.4% of patients in the Group 2 reached the MCID 262

on the 6MWT. 263

6. Discussion 264

Technological devices, especially robotic systems, 265

applied to gait rehabilitation are revolutionizing clin- 266

ical practice. 267

Most of these robots which are based on advances 268

in neuroscience can contribute to a better under- 269

standing of the complex phenomenon of plasticity, 270

but their application and effective use still represent 271

open issues as the identification of gait parameters 272

more responsive to robot-assisted training and spe- 273

cific indications for rehabilitation treatment tailored 274

on each patient characteristics and recovery stage 275

have to be identified yet. Moreover robotic systems 276

for rehabilitation treatment may contribute to opti- 277

mize healthcare resources as a single therapist is able 278

to deal with more patients at the same time during the 279

training sessions. 280

The state-of-the-art shows that the best results 281

have often been observed when the robotic therapy is 282

added to the conventional treatment as an augmenta- 283

tion rather than as replacement of the physiotherapist 284

(Hesse & Werner, 2009). However results are often 285

inconclusive and there is no clear evidence that the 286

robotic gait training is superior to the conventional 287

physiotherapy in patients with chronic stroke when 288

delivered as the only treatment (Chang & Kim, 2013). 289
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Table 4
Changes in the clinical outcome measures in the two groups based on number of treatments sessions

Group 1 (n = 16) Group 2 (n = 77)
10 sessions (n = 2) 20 sessions (n = 14) 10 sessions (n = 20) 20 sessions (n = 57)

FAC 0.00 0.50 0.05 0.22∗∗
WHS 0.50 0.29 0.11 0.34∗∗
MI 0.50 8.64∗ 0.58 5.28∗
MAS 1.50 0.31 0.18 1.04∗∗
TUG (s) 17.50 9.61∗∗ 4.89∗ 3.01∗
10MWT (m/s) 0.12 0.27 0.07∗ 0.01
6MWT (m) 19.00 9.75 21.21∗∗ 26.62∗∗

∗, p < 0.05; ∗∗, p < 0.001.

Table 5
Changes in the clinical outcome measures in the two groups based on the frequency (f) of weekly sessions

Group 1 (n = 16) Group 2 (n = 70)
f<3 (n = 3) f≥3 (n = 13) f<3 (n = 20) f≥3 (n = 50)

FAC 0.00 0.53 0.00 0.23∗∗
WHS 0.33 0.31 0.25 0.34∗∗
MI 0.00 9.31∗ 2.50 5.52∗∗
MAS 1.00 0.30 1.67 1.02
TUG (s) 17.7∗∗ 9.32∗ 3.21 3.06∗
10MWT (m/s) 0.10∗ 0.33∗ 0.05 0.01∗
6MWT (m) 15.50 13.50 2.50 28.14∗∗

∗, p < 0.05; ∗∗, p < 0.001.

Table 6
Percentage of patients reaching MCID. Values expressed as %

TUG 10MWT 6MWT
(8 s) (0.10 m/s) (20 m)

Group 1 (n = 17) 50.00 0.00 0.00
Group 2 (n = 83) 18.52 17.14 61.43
Group 1, 10 sessions (n = 2) 100.00 0.00 0.00
Group 1, 20 sessions (n = 14) 36.36 0.00 0.00
Group 2, 10 sessions (n = 20) 26.32 10.53 41.10
Group 2, 20 sessions (n = 50) 10.42 0.00 42.50

Though the systematic revision by Swinne et al.290

(2015) including studies on small populations high-291

lights inconclusive results on BBS, Tinetti and TUG,292

other studies show encouraging results. Bae et al.293

(2014) compared robotic training vs robot plus FES294

on dorsiflexors muscles in a small population of295

chronic post stroke patients and showed an effective-296

ness on TUG and BBS in both groups. Ucar, Paker,297

and Bugdayci, (2014) showed the effectiveness of the298

robotic treatment: significant improvement on TUG299

and 10MWT were observed also after few sessions300

(i.e., ten). The robotic approach is roughly as effec-301

tive as the conventional rehabilitation guided by the302

physiotherapist while requiring much less physical303

effort (Werner, Von Frankenberg, Treig, Konrad, &304

Hesse, 2002).305

Till now only few studies have investigated the306

effects of the robotic end-effector device used in this307

study, though rather diffused in our country (Hesse et308

al., 2010; Picelli et al., 2016).309

Our study aims to investigate the applicability of 310

such end-effector device on chronic stroke survivors 311

in terms of gait recovery and to identify possible 312

specific advises for an appropriate use. Hesse et 313

al. (2010) showed comparable activation patterns in 314

the lower limbs muscles on six hemiparetic sub- 315

jects during real and simulated walking on the floor, 316

and a more timely pattern of the shank muscles 317

during the simulated stair climbing on the robotic 318

device. Moreover, Stoller et al. (2014) demonstred 319

that robot-assisted end-effector-based training may 320

provide improvements in terms of cardiopulmonary 321

responses. 322

To the best of our knowledge this study presents 323

the results on the largest population of stroke patients 324

recruited so far who underwent a robot-assisted 325

end-effector-based gait training, without any other 326

additional rehabilitation treatment. 327

Although this is a retrospective study, the 328

analysis of the outcomes on a large patients 329

population provides relevant preliminary results, 330

especially for moderately impaired chronic stroke 331

patients. 332

Our findings demonstrate that chronic stroke 333

patients exposed to only end-effector robotic gait 334

show significant improvements in the global perfor- 335

mances (FAC and WHS), endurance (i.e., 6MWT), 336

balance and coordination (TUG), lower limbs 337

strength (MI) and even spasticity (MAS). The sta- 338

tistically significant changes found in the FAC and 339
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WHS scores correspond to important improvement340

in the patient’s autonomy.341

In this study we analysed the outcomes on the basis342

of different disability severities. Patients were divided343

into two groups: those who need assistance during344

walking (Group 1, FAC < 3) and those who are inde-345

pendent or require only supervision (Group 2, FAC ≥346

3). Such classification is not reported in other similar347

studies.348

The results in the Group 1, characterized by a349

low number of patients, seem to show significant350

improvements on MI and TUG. These clinical tests351

examine the strength and the balance necessary to352

the recovery of the upright posture and the ability to353

move as confirmed by some studies (Cho et al., 2015;354

Pennycott, Wyss, Vallery, Klamroth-Marganska, &355

Riener, 2012; Swinnen et al., 2015).356

These findings suggest that in these patients an357

extension of the treatment duration at least of 20 ses-358

sions may contribute to achieve an improvement of359

the gait speed and endurance as suggested in literature360

in a recent study (Schwartz & Meiner, 2015).361

The results in patients having a higher degree of362

gait autonomy (i.e., Group 2, FAC ≥ 3) on the con-363

trary show significant changes in all outcomes with364

the exception of the 10MWT. Therefore it seems365

that a gait training based on an end-effector robotic366

device is effective on improving strength, balance,367

endurance but not in the gait speed.368

These data are related to the results of a recent369

study (Chisari et al., 2015), which also showed that370

no increase in lower limb strength was observed371

but a significant increase of firing rate of vastus372

medialis was found. This study suggests an effect373

of robotic training on motoneuronal firing rate that374

thus contribute to improve motor control in the gait.375

Results on duration of treatment and frequency show376

interesting findings: stroke patients more severely377

impaired improve when at least 20 treatment ses-378

sions are delivered; probably if the treatment duration379

was extended additional improvements would be380

observed, as hypothesized in another study (Maz-381

zoleni et al., 2013).382

Results observed in patients with moderate impair-383

ment (i.e., FAC ≥3) also confirm this hypothesis:384

when exposed to 20 rehabilitation sessions and 3 (or385

more) sessions per week show an improvement in386

the FAC and WHS. Delivery of 10 sessions provides387

improvement in the endurance and TUG.388

To analyse perceivable changes for the patient the389

number of subjects who achieved a change equal to390

or greater than the MCID for relevant clinical mea-391

sures (i.e., 6MWT, TUG, 10MWT) was computed. In 392

the overall population 44.16% of the recruited sub- 393

jects achieved a functionally significant improvement 394

in the 6MWT. Such finding confirms that the end- 395

effector robotic gait training produce positive effects 396

on the gait endurance. 50.0% of patients severely 397

impaired achieved the MCID in the TUG and 61.4% 398

of those moderately impaired achieved the MCID in 399

the 6MWT. This latter finding in Group 2 is already 400

observed after 10 treatment sessions: it probably 401

implies that this is the first result which is obtained 402

with this type of training in this subgroup of stroke 403

patients. 404

These results show that the end-effector robotic 405

gait training is effective even a year or more after the 406

acute event, though no other additional rehabilitation 407

therapy is delivered. 408

The subjects recruited in our study are chronic 409

post-stroke patients characterized by a wide spectrum 410

of age (i.e., 18–83 years old), corresponding to the 411

population usually admitted to neuro-rehabilitation 412

centers. 413

While some studies conclude that responders are 414

patients who are not able to walk (Mehrholz & Pohl, 415

2012), our results seem demonstrate that especially 416

patients moderately impaired may benefit the robotic 417

gait rehabilitation treatment compared to severely 418

impaired patients. 419

In our opinion during the chronic phase patients 420

needs have to be clearly identified and a tailored 421

rehabilitation programme has to be prepared accord- 422

ingly. In order to achieve such objective we need 423

to investigate which motor abilities the robotic gait 424

training is able to effectively modify and if can replace 425

conventional treatment or if it can considered as an 426

adjunctive rehabilitation therapy. The results of this 427

study may clarify which objectives can be pursued 428

when an end-effector robot-assisted gait training is 429

delivered to chronic post-stroke patients. 430

These results show for the first time that significant 431

improvements in global performance measures (FAC 432

and WHS), gait speed (10MWT), gait endurance 433

(6MWT), muscular strength (MI) and spasticity 434

(MAS) have been observed in chronic post-stroke 435

patients undergoing only end-effector robotic gait 436

training. In particular those severely impaired 437

(i.e., FAC<3) significantly improved in TUG 438

values. 439

In the recruited population a significant percent- 440

age of subjects were able to reach the MCID in 441

6MWT and TUG: such findings imply that significant 442

changes on gait performances can be still observed 443
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even one year (or more) after the acute event and444

after short robot-assisted gait training.445

As regards the duration of robot-assisted gait reha-446

bilitation treatment, even if most clinical studies are447

based on treatments including 20 sessions or more,448

in our multicenter study some patients were exposed449

to 10 treatment sessions: improvement on the gait450

function was observed as well.451

However the extension of the number of ses-452

sions seems to be supported by the findings of our453

study where higher improvements were observed454

after 20 sessions than 10 sessions and after a fre-455

quency of three times per week (or more). This has456

also been speculated in other studies that have shown457

the efficacy of the robotic treatment in real use con-458

ditions (Mazzoleni et al., 2013). Such observation459

contributes to the open issue on the possible correla-460

tion between prolonged treatment and improvement461

of speed and endurance (Franceschini et al., 2013).462

7. Study limitations463

The main limitation of the study is the retrospective464

nature of the study design, which involves additional465

limitations. A direct comparison with stroke patients466

treated by conventional rehabilitation treatment was467

not possible, indeed it was not the aim of this study.468

The unbalanced distribution of patients, especially469

in the Group 1 (i.e., severely impaired patients) as470

regards the duration of the training and the frequency471

of weekly sessions (i.e., most patients performed472

more than three sessions per week) limits any con-473

clusion on the effects of treatment duration and474

frequency.475

Finally the lack of a follow-up evaluation repre-476

sents an additional limitation as regards the evaluation477

of possible retention of results observed at the end of478

the robot-assisted gait training and, as a consequence,479

the real effectiveness of such training for the patient480

motor recovery.481

8. Conclusions482

Gait abnormalities following neurological disor-483

ders are often severely disabling and negatively affect484

at a large extent the patients QoL. Therefore, regain-485

ing of walking is considered one of the primary486

objectives of the rehabilitation process.487

Conventional gait training of stroke patients is488

technically difficult due to their motor weakness489

and balance disturbances requiring much physical490

effort for the physiotherapist. In order to achieve 491

good results on gait recovery often two (or more) 492

physiotherapists working on the same patient are 493

needed. 494

The financial difficulties that healthcare systems 495

has to manage, and that are leading to a reduction of 496

human resources in rehabilitation centres, may com- 497

promise the effectiveness of rehabilitation treatments 498

in these patients.. 499

To overcome the problems related to conventional 500

physical therapy, in the last decades a growing num- 501

ber of robotic devices for rehabilitation purposes have 502

been developed: rehabilitation treatments based on 503

such robots have been proven to play an important 504

role for improving the ability to walk. 505

Our study presents the highest number of chronic 506

post-stroke patients involved in a non-experimental 507

environment so far who underwent an end-effector 508

robotic gait rehabilitation treatment without any other 509

additional conventional rehabilitation therapy. The 510

results show that an intensive training in chronic 511

stroke patients is feasible. 512

Our results show significant improvements in the 513

different gait abilities, highlight the effectiveness of 514

the robot-assisted end-effector-based gait training 515

based on chronic stroke patients and contribute to 516

identify the most appropriate gait training protocols 517

for chronic post-stroke patients. 518

Until now no clear evidence for identifying an opti- 519

mal rehabilitation protocol based on robot-assisted 520

gait training was available: i) treatment duration, ii) 521

amount of training and iii) and selection of patients 522

clinical characteristics represent important factors to 523

be defined. 524

However longer treatment duration and higher 525

intensity (Ucar et al., 2014) of sessions seem to 526

provide beneficial effects on the final ambulation out- 527

comes of chronic stroke patients. 528
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